
You work hard. You understand how important 

it is to revitalize physically and mentally to 

perform at your peak and be your best. Your 

success is determined by how you start and 

end your day. Super charge your daily ritual 

with a Human Touch® Ascent Series massage 

chair and gain your high-performance edge. 

HT-Navitas Sleep

Morning and Night, Bookend Your Day With 
a Massage and Unlock Your Full Potential.



BE YOUR BEST. Feel your best with the 

HT-Navitas Sleep Massage Chair Exclusive 

technology and the industry’s best features

Experience the best in 4D MASSAGE TECHNOLOGY that features 
an unprecedented 104 micro-sculpting and acupressure massage 
techniques for the upper and lower-body. Our 4D technology provides an 
impressive and superior deep-tissue massage to loosen multiple muscle 
layers and soothe tension in a refined rhythmic motion. Controlling the 
rhythm and intensity expands the massage experience and capabilities—
only master masseurs can replicate this pinpoint massage.  

Bookend your day with dedicated Sleep Programs, designed to target key 
pressure points on the feet, arms, and back that help induce slumber, 
letting the body decompress from the tension of the day. After your best 
night of sleep – jump start your daily routine with a personal massage 
that will give you that high-performance edge.

Rhythm Massage Technology4D

MULTIDIMENSIONAL ROBOTICS 

Offers a range of motion and variation in speed that envelops your entire 
body, providing a massage experience that feels like a true human touch. 

MICRO-SCULPTING TECHNOLOGY – HUMAN TOUCH EXCLUSIVE 

TECHNOLOGY

Allows you to target specific areas with precise 2 mm micro-movements, 
hitting those hard to reach spots. No other massage chair is equipped 
with this level of pinpoint micro-sculpting technology. Equipped with 62 
massage techniques, more than any chair in the world, your experience will 
rival the most proficient masseuse. 

MICRO-SCULPTING TECHNOLOGY – HUMAN TOUCH EXCLUSIVE 

TECHNOLOGY

Allows you to target specific areas with precise 2 mm micro-movements, 
hitting those hard to reach spots. No other massage chair is equipped 
with this level of pinpoint micro-sculpting technology. Equipped with 62 
massage techniques, more than any chair in the world, your experience will 
rival the most proficient masseuse. 

HT-Navitas Sleep



4D STRETCH  combines the best of the upper body 4D massage and 
lower body mechanisms to maximize a healthy stretch for your body.   

TRUE MECHANICAL CALF MASSAGE – HUMAN TOUCH EXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY

Rather than an airbag simply squeezing the calves, our patented calf massage mechanism 

includes targeted shiatsu therapy and a unique air massage that rejuvenates your legs using 

19 different massage techniques.

Foot-and-Calf Massage 3D Under-Foot Reflexology roller massage with heat

Adjustable massage range for different calf heights

Customize intensity

Targeted auto-programs

Foot-and-calf length extension accommodates 
different body heights

be your best.feel your best.TM



36 WELLNESS PROGRAMS – Experience the first massage chair with the most 
auto-programs of any chair in the world. Each program has been carefully crafted 
to elevate the way you feel with a select set of programs specially tailored to 
enhance the way you sleep. Each program is prescribed by Dr. James Rouse, 
Human Touch Wellness Council Authority. 

CLOUD TOUCH ACUPRESSURE – Targeted air cells apply pressure to key healing 
points and manipulate your body to stretch muscles. The chair is equipped with 23 
air massage techniques using 21 strategically placed aircells throughout the seat, 
legs, and upper back.

ACUPOINT® OPTICAL SCAN – Measures the entire length of your back and the 
contours of your neck and shoulders, mapping key pressure points to target during 
your personalized massage.   

HIGH-RESOLUTION CONTROL – Complex function does not have to be 
complicated. Take control with our intuitive color controller. The easy-to-use design 
makes navigating your wellness experience simple.  

MEMORY SETTINGS – You can build your own massage programs!  Simply 
navigate your way through the desired massage, then save it to one of eight 
memory positions. Let the chair remember your favorite massages, so you don’t 
have to!  

ZERO-GRAVITY MASSAGE – Ergonomic zero-gravity seating provides extra relief 
of back pain and reduced pressure on the vertebrae, allowing your large muscles to 
completely relax for a restorative massage.  

Dr. James Rouse, Naturopathic Physician
Human Touch Wellness Authority

Just like the life you lead, you are in complete control of each motion and 
intensity. You understand what your body needs. You dictate the experience. 
Human Touch® Ascent Series massage chairs provide the edge that separates 
you from everybody else. That energizes you more. That pushes you farther. 
That lets you be your best.

Onyx So-fHyde 100-navitas-004

Earth So-fHyde 100-navitas-005

Stone So-fHyde 100-navitas-006

Onyx StoneEarth

Color Options: Part Number
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Human Touch®, LLC
3030 Walnut Ave., Long Beach, CA 90807, USA   (800) 742-5493

humantouch.com

Dimensions:
Chair Size (reclined):  78” L x 32” W x 38” H


